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07/08/2023 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
RE: A Driving Force fundraising for SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity 
 
It is my pleasure to confirm that A Driving Force is fundraising in support of SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, in July 
2024, by participating in A Driving Force for SSAFA.  
 
It is the hard work and dedication from our supporters that allows us to continue to provide lifelong support for our 
Forces and their families. We are enormously grateful to A Driving Force for their incredible support and for the 
fundraising that they are doing in aid of SSAFA.  

 
Because of the support from events such as A Driving Force for SSAFA our staff and teams of volunteers were able to 
support over 59,000 people in 2022.  
  
 Since 1885 we have provided welfare and wellbeing assistance that is tailored to our Armed Forces community. We 
know about the unique demands of service life, whether in the UK or overseas, and we continue to meet the 
demand for support to enable the entire Armed Forces family to thrive. With the support of A Driving Force, it could 
help to ensure the continued provision of frontline services that help those affected by these difficult circumstances. 
It is only thanks to our supporter’s fundraising that SSAFA can continue to provide these services every single day.   
  
Without fundraisers like A Driving Force, we would be unable to continue providing these vital services to those who 
need them. The funds that they raise will allow mentors to help those leaving the military make a successful 
transition to civilian life, deliver peer support groups for bereaved families, run our confidential telephone support 
service Forcesline, and so much more.   

  
 

If I can provide any other information on SSAFA, please do let me know.  
 
Yours faithfully,  
 
 
 
 
Elizabeth Rossiter 
Senior Events Officer 
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